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Developmentally appropriate behaviors: 
Early School Age

Kindergarten/Grade 1
● do not consider consequences before acting on their impulses, difficulty 

monitoring their own actions in social situations
● difficult for children in this age group to sit still for longer than 15 to 20 minutes, 

and they will act with apparent impulsiveness during longer lessons or activities.

G2/G3: 
● search for a sense of purpose and judge their successes and failures against 

those of their peers. 
● Begin to branch out from their parents or caregivers, who no longer are 

considered absolute authority figures 



How parents can help:
● Set routines and consistency.
● Offer compliments for your child being cooperative. 
● Reward good behavior as opposed to punishing bad behavior.
● Read with your child. 
● Teach your child to respect authority figures. 
● Engage with teachers as much as possible to identify gaps in 

learning early on. 
● Spend uninterrupted time together. 
● Build a habit of talking after school.
● Model appropriate behavior and encourage self-discipline.





Developmentally Appropriate Behaviors
Middle School Age (grades 4-7)

● develop a sense of independence and are willing to try more things
● spend time with new people, often with older children 
● tend to judge what is right and wrong based on the response of their friends 
● understand the consequences of their actions
● cognition and memory expands
● better able to concentrate on one activity and find solutions to reach a goal 

that they have been working toward
● may begin to show interest in the opposite sex (but probably won’t admit it!)
● engage in attention-seeking behaviors



How parents can help:
● Set rules and make sure to give reasons for them.
● Allow room for failure and the opportunity to learn from it.
● Encourage your child to talk about peer pressure. 
● Allow your child to be an active member of the family.
● Encourage your child to start developing autonomy and take care of 

themselves.
● Encourage physical activity and hobbies.
● Allow for social time with friends.
● Limit TV/computer time. Talk about internet safety. 
● Normalize feelings of stress and anxiety by talking about it openly.





Developmentally Appropriate Behaviors:
Adolescence 

● prefrontal cortex is still developing
● rely on a part of the brain called the amygdala to make decisions and 

solve problems 
○ Amygdala = emotions, impulses, stress response, aggression and 

instinctive behaviour
● May feel confused about physical changes that come with puberty
● Moody, lots of emotional ups and downs
● fluctuations in the sex hormones will affect the way they think about 

dating and sex



How Parents Can Help
● Use mistakes and failures as learning experiences.

● Provide rationale for school/studying.

● Allow for breaks, free time, and extracurricular activities. 

● Promote positive self-talk to combat stress and anxiety.

● Share excitement when your child succeeds. 

● Use “I” statements to communicate requests and boundaries.

● Allow them to explore a variety of college and career options.

● Give them privacy.

● Do not tease them about their appearance or boyfriends/girlfriends.





Grade 7-12 Guidance Program at IBST
Overcoming Obstacles 

- Nonprofit education publisher that provides free life skills curriculum materials to 
educators worldwide.

- Recommended by US Dept of Education

Communication
Goal setting
Decision Making
Empathy
Teamwork
Service Learning
Bullying Prevention
College and Career Readiness
Conflict Resolution
Problem Solving

Confidence Building
Respect
Bullying Prevention
College and Career Readiness
Conflict Resolution
Problem Solving
Confidence Building
Respect 

https://www.overcomingobstacles.org
/curriculum/ 

https://www.overcomingobstacles.org/curriculum/
https://www.overcomingobstacles.org/curriculum/


Student Support Team for grades 1-12

Sandy Hsieh: Discipline Administrator 
shan830th@ms.nnkieh.tn.edu.tw  

Estrella Tsai: Special Education 
estrella410153010@ms.nnkieh.tn.edu.tw   

Meredith Hilton:  Social, Emotional, and Academic Counseling
meredith@ms.nnkieh.tn.edu.tw  

mailto:shan830th@ms.nnkieh.tn.edu.tw
mailto:estrella410153010@ms.nnkieh.tn.edu.tw
mailto:meredith@ms.nnkieh.tn.edu.tw


Seniors Presentation
Things to Know about College  Process



Giving your kids support 

● Collaborate with them on choices, value their opinions, encourage 
them to take control

● Important to support their choices when they make them, they 
know best about their own lives

● Personal Experience 



Academics

● Statistics are NOT everything 
○ Test scores are not the only determinant in college applications 
○ Encourage your kids to work hard, but do not define their 

success by their numbers
● Avoid Tunnel Vision

○ GPA, SAT, ACT, APs  etc. 
○ Play up on your child's strength instead of focusing on things 

that they may not be as competent at



AP

● Take AP classes related to your interest at school if possible
○ VHS 
○ Self study

● College level!
○ Shows colleges you’re taking on challenges

● A 4 or 5 on AP exams may allow you to replace required courses and 
earn college credit



Extracurriculars

● 7-10th is the time for you to try things out 
○ However, you should focus on activities you actually care about 
○ Commit long term to only a couple of things 
○ Dedication and passion are key

● If the school doesn't have it, activities outside of school are also an 
option
○ It's a chance to try new things and broaden your perspective 



Think about this

● Real World Example
● “A” has a 4.0 unweighted GPA, perfect SAT, is part of the honor 

society, and holds officer positions in multiple clubs
● He applied to 16 colleges (many of them top schools), but was 

accepted to only one 
● This proves that there are multiple factors that contribute to 

decisions, and that scores and clubs do not mean everything 



Mentality 

● Too much pressure will lead to lower productivity, and lower 
motivation 
○ Make sure not to compare your kids to others, it leads to 

negativity, apathy, and damaged self esteem 
● Kids should be more independent, whether they be in making 

academic decisions or in life choices
○ One method is allowing them to travel alone

● Allow your children time to rest, don't push them to work whem 
they dont have the energy to



College research
● Do try to have an idea of what you want to study - it'll make 

narrowing down your choices easier 
● College fairs and presentations at school
● Research during summer before senior year

○ List priorities (major, location, size, cost...)
○ Search with online research finder(Niche)
○ Consider chances of admission

● Go to college websites and learn about details
● Bell curve for reach-match-safety
● College rankings and reputation aren’t everything!



Taiwan college applications 
● Scores are not everything. 
● APs, clubs, and extracurricular activities/competitions related to 

the major you are applying to.
● Start researching and outlining your autobiography over the 

summer break before 12th grade.
● Usually only 1-2 spots available per major, but you need to believe 

in yourself.
●  Don't be afraid to approach upper graders and teachers 

with questions, however. Everyone is different, so do not 
expect that what worked for them will work for you



International student application in 
Taiwan
Foreign passport, parents hold foreign nationality

How did I prepare? Look at the website that shows general information 
about the department, look at their course outlines to see if you're 
interested, write autobiography beforehand

Look at the location of the school to see if you like it 

They only take about 6 students, can live in dorms for all 4 years

scholarships 



US college applications

● Holistic admissions
○ Strong academic record/SAT, ACT
○ Glowing letters of recommendation
○ Extracurriculars
○ Winning application essay

● One test score or GPA does not completely reflect who a student is 
and what he or she can bring to a college community.

● Try to start drafting your personal statement at the end of 11th 
grade - check commonapp for prompts



Our Experiences… 


